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Multi Platform Installers 

On 03/03/2016 Eaglesoft  released its first Multi Platform Installer for the Citation X Extreme 2.0. for the 
three current Flight Simulation Platforms:  FSX:MS, FSX, SE and P3Dv2, and P3Dv3. 

FSX:MS and FSX:SE are treated the same for our purpose. Note the Vital Requirements for both P3Dv2 
and P3Dv3 below. Do not skip the Vital Steps if you receive Hypergauge.dll errors .  

Installation/Reinstallation and or Activation/Reactivation Routine 

F1 Licensed Products 

After Purchase and Installation is completed and if for any reason a Product Reinstallation is 
required...Re Download a fresh product from our site and Select Reinstall Button to avoid repurchase 
when Reinstalling F1 licensed Products.  

Sim Market/FSPilotshop or other purchase source Licensed Products 

After Purchase and Installation/Activation is completed and if for any reason a Product Reinstallation is 
required...Re Download a fresh product from our Sim Market/FSPilotshop or other purchase source and 
Reinstall the aircraft which will require Reactivation using the ES_Activate Button at the end of the 
process. 

CX2.0 with P3DV3 Vital Requirements 

P3D DLL.XML Path: C:\ProgramData\Lockheed Martin\Prepar3D v3 

When located, Open and Edit in favorite Text Editor, for P3DV3 users DLL.XML File 

The process is as easy as causing your dll.xml file to appear as illustrated. 

Add these lines just above the  </SimBase.Document> line as illustrated below" 

    <Launch.Addon> 

        <Name>Mindstar Hypergauge</Name> 

        <Disabled>False</Disabled> 

        <ManualLoad>False</ManualLoad> 

        <Path>Modules\HyperGauge.dll</Path> 

    </Launch.Addon> 

</SimBase.Document> 
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Installation/Reinstallation and or Activation/Reactivation Routine 

F1 Licensed Products 

 After Purchase and Installation is completed and if for any reason a Product Reinstallation is 
required...Re Download a fresh product from our site and Select Reinstall Button to avoid repurchase 
when Reinstalling F1 licensed Products.  

Sim Market/FSPilotshop or other purchase source Licensed Products 

After Purchase and Installation/Activation is completed and if for any reason a Product Reinstallation is 
required...Re Download a fresh product from our Sim Market/FSPilotshop or other purchase source and 
Reinstall the aircraft which will require Reactivation using the ES_Activate Button at the end of the 
process. 

CX2.0 with P3DV2 Vital Requirements 

C:\Users\My Name\AppData\Roaming\Lockheed Martin\Prepar3D v2 

When located, Open and Edit in favorite Text Editor, for P3DV2 users DLL.XML File 

The process is as easy as causing your dll.xml file to appear as illustrated. 

Add these lines just above the  </SimBase.Document> line as illustrated below" 

    <Launch.Addon> 

        <Name>Mindstar Hypergauge</Name> 

        <Disabled>False</Disabled> 

        <ManualLoad>False</ManualLoad> 

        <Path>Modules\HyperGauge.dll</Path> 

    </Launch.Addon> 

</SimBase.Document> 

 

On 08/08/2016 Eaglesoft rereleased an updated Multi Platform Installer for the Citation X Extreme 2.0.  

The update designated Update 3.07 includes the changes  on the following pages. 
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Active Sky Next  Integration Now Implemented in Citation X 2.0 MFD! 

 

Active Sky Next and/or REX WX Advantage Radar System owners will now see their weather in the CX2.0 

MFD.  To turn the radar on/off simply use the MFD WX button on the Display Controller located to the 

left of the PFD and the RADAR WX Knob on the Controller located below the IRS Alignment section of 2D 

FMS Popup. Both must be on to display weather! 

See illustration below for addition to the 2D FMS Popup WX On/Off Feature. 
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REX Weather Radar Integration Now Implemented in Citation X 2.0! 

 

Active Sky Next and/or REX WX Advantage Radar System owners will now see their weather in the CX2.0 

MFD.  To turn the radar on/off simply use the MFD WX button on the Display Controller located to the 

left of the PFD and the RADAR WX Knob on the Controller located below the IRS Alignment section of 2D 

FMS Popup. Both must be on to display weather! 

See illustration below for addition to the 2D FMS Popup WX On/Off Feature. 
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Active Sky Next  and REX WX Advantage Integration Now Implemented in Citation X 2.0 MFD! 

 

 

1. CX2.0 no longer uses FSUIPC for FADEC. SimConnect is now required. The required SimConnect 
version is 10.0.61259.0. This is the FSX SP2/ACCEL version. 

2. Rewrites the input interface a bit...There are also some changes to the KEYBOARD section of the 
ESDG_CitationX.ini file. All defined control commands contained now use what are referred to as 
custom events. Default keys for autopilot functions like heading bug and altitude etc. are now 
supported. This should allow for Saitek panels to work without issue. We do not own those products so 
they are included though in untested state.  

3. Fixes broken Direct to function 

4. Now supports Both ASN Weather Radar as well as REX WX Advantage Radar. Both display inside the 
MFD and do not use popup gauges. 

Note: Weather API defaults to ASN. REX WX Advantage Radar Users be sure to add these lines to the 
ESDG_CitationX.ini file located in C:\ProgramData\ESDG\CitationX. 

[WEATHER] PROVIDER=WXR 
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Test Results in Citation X 2.0! 

Correct version in the FMS IDENT screen will be : NDB V3.02 07 

The TRB button toggles turbulance indication on and off. If it's on with the weather radar on you should 
see "WX/T" on the MFD. If it's off you will only see "WX". The tilt knob functions... but you actually have 
to toggle the ACT mode off for it to actually control the radar's tilt. On the MFD below the "WX" text you 
can see a T#.0A where the # is a number. The "A" indicates that the ACT mode is active and the radar 
controller is automatically setting the radar's tilt based on aircraft altitude and display range. If you click 
the middle of the Tilt knob you can toggle ACT mode on and off. 

The VORs, Airports, and traffic appeared in the MFD in all 3 sim platforms  which did not happen with 
the previous beta version I tried. 
 
The DIR to function worked fine in all 3 sim platforms as well. 
 
The weather radar also appeared in all 3 sim platforms and did not lock up as it did with the previous 
beta.  

Unfortunately I couldn't find any bad thunderstorms to fly near when I was testing. I am using ASN for 
weather which some say is slower than the REX/MV weather radar, which I don't have. I need to try 
again with an intense thunderstorm cell for a target. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard Disclaimer 

This manual is intended for recreational use in Computerized  Flight Simulation ONLY and may NOT be 

used in any Real World Aviation application. The authors are not responsible for errors or omissions. 

 
Note: For Eaglesoft Development Group Product Support: Please Register and Login to our Support 

Forums for product support at the following URL. http://www.eaglesoftdg.com/forum 

 

http://www.eaglesoftdg.com/forum

